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Dear Alice,
I have been going through emotional problems lately. I have been crying a lot and thinking about
my mom and dad's divorce and how I want them together. I don't understand why now, after all
these years, it is bothering me. It has never bothered me till this past school year and nothing has
happened in school either.
I keep thinking about how I will never know how it was to live with both my parents. On
Christmas, I kept thinking about how I really only had one true Christmas with both of them
together and I don't even remember it. People always say the younger the child is when parents
get a divorce, the easier it is on a child, but for some reason, that's not true for me because I
missed out on it all! All my friends have at least experienced their parents together, and I haven't
and never will. They get along fine so it's not like they fight. I haven't told anyone about this and it
is getting to the point I can't keep it to myself and can't stop crying. I don't know what to do
anymore. I just don't know why it is bothering me twelve years after they got a divorce and how I
can get it to go away. Please help.
— Jenny

Answer
Dear Jenny,
Divorce can be one of the most difficult transitions a family may go through. There's no "right
time" to stop or — in your case — start thinking about how your parents' divorce has affected
you. Many people struggle to understand their parents' break-up — whether it happened last
month, last year, or last decade. Additionally, research indicates that children of divorced parents
can experience effects from their parents' divorce, regardless of the type of relationship the
parents have after the split. It's also very common to fantasize about "the perfect family" around
the holidays. After all, many people — young and old alike — may feel letdown and lonely during
the holidays, due to a variety of family circumstances. The fact that you have begun to recognize
your feelings shows that you're willing to do what it takes to start feeling better.
Since you were young when your parents got divorced, it may have been difficult for you to

understand exactly what was happening. However, even though it happened a long time ago,
some research indicates that the effects of divorce on children can be long-term, and for some,
they may even last into adulthood. Additionally, just because the event happened years ago
doesn't mean you still couldn't experience those feelings now. Back then, you may not have
known how to express your worries, confusion, sadness, disappointment, or questions. In fact,
children from families with divorced parents may experience more sadness, anxiety, or loneliness
than those whose parents aren't divorced. Parents divorcing while kids are younger may also
impact their self-esteem more than kids whose parents got divorced when they were older. That
could be a possible explanation for why you're experiencing these feelings now, and you certainly
aren't alone. You mentioned that nothing has happened in school that you think might be the
cause of your new thoughts and feelings. However, could any of these situations be true for you?:
Is either one of your parents dating someone new or gotten engaged or remarried? You've
expressed that you'd like your parents to be together, but maybe this possibility seems less
likely if they're finding new partners.
Have your friends made comments or asked questions about your parents, their
relationship, or your family in general? Maybe a seemingly innocuous comment has
triggered some thoughts about your family that you haven't experienced before now.
You mentioned that your parents don't fight. Have your parents communicated to you why
they divorced? If they haven't, you may find it helpful to learn more if they're willing to
share. It may provide you more understanding and help you with accepting their divorce. It's
possible that your parents don't argue when they're around you, or that they express their
disagreement without "fighting." Also, couples break up for lots of different reasons; the
reasons for your parent's divorce may not be obvious to you, and may not be to them,
either.
Many children of divorced parents divide their time between each parent's home, so it may
seem as though you don't have enough time with either of them. Relationships with parents
can change due to a divorce, so it's possible that the divorce has affected your relationship
with one or both of your parents. Do your parents set aside time to talk and hang out with
you? Has there been a change in either of your daily routines?
Now that you're older, you may be wondering about how to make your own romantic
relationships work or how to trust people. Children of divorce have reported their own
hesitations with romantic relationships, feeling concerned that their parents didn't provide a
positive model and fearing that any of their relationships would also end. Maybe you worry
that you'll make the same "mistakes" as your parents. Lots of people worry about the very
same things — even into their adulthood. Being conscious of your feelings, and expressing
them, as you seem to be now, helps to make relationships successful.
These are just some examples of reasons you may be thinking about their divorce more now
than you have in the past. Taking some time to think about what may be causing you to think
about it more may help you figure out why it's becoming more upsetting. It also may be helpful to
re-focus your attention to the positive aspects of your family. For example, what do you like about
your family? What do you enjoy doing together? Are there any traditions that you particularly
like? If not, are there any that you'd like to start? Are there other people in your immediate or
extended family with whom you enjoy spending time?
It may also be helpful to share your feelings with someone you trust, such as a friend, another

family member, member of the clergy, or health care provider. Additionally, you may find comfort
in speaking with a mental health professional. They may be help you sort through your feelings
and if you believe it would be helpful, point you towards group counseling programs where you
can work with other folks going through a similar transition. Even so, have you considered talking
to your parents about how you've been feeling? After all, even though your parents don't live
together anymore, it doesn't mean that you can't turn to them when you need help. It may be
difficult for parents to talk with their kids about their divorce. By talking with your mom and dad
about the way you've been feeling, you'll have the chance to share something about yourself with
them, and maybe even learn a bit about them, too.
Be proud of yourself for taking the first steps to better understand your feelings about your
parents' divorce!
Alice!
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